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Introducing the Royalty Line RL-BS30M Marble Soup Pot - a versatile addition to any kitchen, perfect for cooking up
delicious soups, stews, and more! This 30cm pot boasts a high-quality marble coating, ensuring that your food won't stick to
the bottom or sides, making cleaning up a breeze. Plus, the pot is made without PFOA, so you can cook your meals with
peace of mind.

 

The die-casting marble construction of the pot makes it durable and able to withstand high temperatures, perfect for
simmering soups for extended periods of time. The non-stick coating ensures that your food won't burn, and the pot's nice
design stainless steel knob and Bakelite handle stay cool while cooking, making it easy to move the pot around as needed.



 

With its generous 30cm size, this soup pot is perfect for preparing large batches of soup or stew for family and friends. The
sleek and modern design will look great in any kitchen, making it a must-have for any home chef. So, if you're looking for a
durable, high-quality soup pot that looks great and performs even better, the Royalty Line RL-BS30M Marble Soup Pot is a
perfect choice!

 

Features: 

Marble coating: The pot features a high-quality marble coating that prevents food from sticking to the bottom or sides of the
pot. Made without PFOA: The pot is made without PFOA, a harmful chemical often found in non-stick coatings, making it
safer for cooking and cleaning. Die-casting marble construction: The pot is made with durable die-casting marble
construction, ensuring that it can withstand high temperatures and heavy use. Non-stick coating: The non-stick coating
ensures that food won't burn or stick to the pot, making it easy to clean and maintain. Nice design stainless steel knob: The
pot comes with a nice design stainless steel knob that is both stylish and functional. Bakelite handle stays cool when
cooking: The pot features a Bakelite handle that stays cool to the touch even when the pot is hot, making it easy to move the
pot around as needed. Generous 30cm size: With its 30cm size, this soup pot is perfect for cooking large batches of soup or
stew for family and friends. The soup pot is compatible with a wide range of cooktops, including gas, electric, ceramic,
halogen, and induction. It features an induction-compatible bottom, ensuring efficient cooking on all types of cooktops.

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Royalty Line Color: Black Materials: Die-cast aluminum Lid Materials: Tempered Glass Handle Placement:
Integrated Handle Materials: Bakelite Size: 30cm Capacity: 7.0L

EAN : 5407004740119

ISBN : 76151010

Weight : 2.60 Kg

Volume : 0.01634 m3

(L x l x H) : 33.00 cm x 33.00 cm x 15.00 cm

Box 6  units

Pallet 180  (Units)

Box dimensions 67.5cm x 34cm x 47.5cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/royalty-line-rlbs30m-marble-coated-cooking-pot-casserole-30cm-xml-244-3474.html

